NORTHERN COUNTIES LAND USE COORDINATING BOARD
Thursday, September 6, 2012
Iron Range Resources Classroom, Chisholm, Minnesota

Call to Order: The meeting of the Northern Counties Land Use Coordinating Board was called to order at
9:35 a.m. by Chair Brian McBride with the following in attendance:
NCLUCB Member Counties Present:
Commissioner Brian Napstad, Aitkin County
Commissioner Fritz Sobanja, Cook County
Commissioner Brian McBride, Koochiching County, Chair
Commissioner Wade Pavleck, Koochiching County
Commissioner Rich Sve, Lake County
Commissioner Todd Beckel, Lake of the Woods County
Commissioner Don Jensen, Pennington County
Commissioner Oliver “Skip” Swanson, Pennington County
Commissioner Steve Raukar, St. Louis County
Commissioner Mike Forsman, St. Louis County

Others Present:
Carol Pavleck, Koochiching County Resident
Craig Engwall, Northeast Regional Director, Department of Natural Resources
Bob Lessard, Department of Natural Resources
Lori Dowling, Northwest Regional Director, Department of Natural Resources
Douglas Skrief, NCLUCB Staff

(All actions of the Board were supported unanimously unless otherwise indicated.)
Administrative Actions
1. Discussion of the Agenda with the following additions:
a. Local: Tort Liability of Timber Sale Contracts (Comm. Raukar)
b. Local: Sample Resolution of distribution of Trail Legacy Funds (Comm. Raukar)
c. Local: Fires in the BWCA (Comm. Forsman) – largest is 60% contained; other 5 near-contained
c. State: Governor’s Executive Order (Comm. McBride)
d. State: Blandin/Forest Capital Lands (Comm. McBride)
e. Federal: BWCAW email (Comm. Sve)
f. NCLUCB Joint Meeting at AMC Annual Conference (Dir. Engwall; Comm. Beckel)
2. Minutes of the July 23, 2012 Meeting
With the correction that Comm. Sve was not present at the July 23 meeting as recorded.
m. Napstad
s. Beckel
3-4. NCLUCB Financial Report and Bills:
Approval of the financial report: The income and expenditures sheets reflected a general account
balance of $112,781.52 and a Land Use Conflict Management balance of $15,005.28. The total accounts
balance, after payment of approved expenses of $496.60, was $127,786.80.
m. Raukar
s. Jensen
Approval of bills:
Administrative duties and expenses for Douglas Skrief for one month $630.55
m. Napstad
s. Raukar
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5. Correspondence – Chair McBride reported that the Koochiching County Administrator has been in
correspondence with Susan Damon of the Department of Natural Resources Lands and Minerals Division
regarding acquisitions of Forest Capital and Blandin timber lands. Susan Damon wrote that purchase of
lands was part of an asset management plan where a checkerboard of holdings existed and management
was mixed and boundaries were difficult to establish. State lands will be more efficiently managed. Some
isolated State parcels may be put up for sale, adding to tax rolls. Comm. Sobanja pointed out a trend to
funds being expended for more favorable management, a shift in paradigm. Dir. Engwall responded that a
large landowner bought Potlatch land previously accessible to the DNR and industry where access is now
denied. The days of informal agreements have passed. Consolidation makes access easier. Koochiching
County was not aware of the potential sales. Dir. Engwall offered to come to the county’s board to consult
on the issue.
ISSUES OF DISCUSSION
LOCAL
1. Parks and Trails Plan Funding and Tort Liability – Commissioner Raukar distributed a
resolution by the St. Louis County Board of Commissioners to support adequate funding to carry out the
State Parks and Trails Legacy Plan, that the currant splits are unfair to Greater Minnesota and that the
percentage of Legacy funding should increase to a level more equal to that of the metro area and the DNR.
The resolution points out the large land holdings of the State and how those holdings, mostly in Greater
Minnesota, represent a loss of tax base and inequities in distribution of sales tax revenues that support the
plan.
Comm. Raukar also distributed for informational purposes a resolution of the St. Louis County
Board resolving that proof of tort liability insurance shall include proof of insurance not less than $300,000
per individual claim and $1 million for any number of claims arising out of a single occurrence and that this
will be the policy of the Board. State statutory changes have recently increased insurance requirements for
loggers to $1.5 million. Insurers do not sell policies at that level, forcing independent loggers to pay higher
premiums, at $2 million, that they can ill afford. The St. Louis County Attorney may respond to the
resolution with concern that the county may be left exposed. Comm. Raukar noted that the $1.5 million
liability level is arising in other domains. The issue is complex, agreed Dir. Engwall, pointing to statutory
authority. Comm. Forsman noted that the resolution was passed in response to loggers’ concerns.
Comm. Beckel asked for support from the NCLUCB for the Trails and Park Plan Funding
resolution. Comm. Pavleck requested that a letter be sent along with a resolution. Comm. Beckel argued for
a minimum of 20 percent to Greater Minnesota.
Resolved to support a resolution based on the St. Louis County resolution with the addition of “a
minimum of 20 percent to Greater Minnesota.” Comm. Sobanja encouraged that “dedicated” be included.
m. Comm. Beckel
s. Comm Raukar
The Board requested that Dan Larson of the Minnesota Rural County Caucus be sent a copy of the
resolution along with a letter asking for support of the concept.

STATE
1. Sanitary Solutions – Comm. McBride reported that he, Comm. Pavleck, Comm. Forsman, Dir.
Engwall and DNR Comm. Landwehr met in the Twin Cities to discuss matters of land asset management
and leases. Dir. Engwall reported that specific issues discussed regarded private landowners where there is
not enough space on riparian lots to put a drain field on their own property. Parties are looking to State
Trust Fund lands as a place to locate drain fields. The concept is acceptable, however, compensation of the
Trust at adequate levels is a current concern. A land exchange is cumbersome; a long-term lease may be a
solution. Mr. Engwall sees it as an issue that will be recurring. He has been working with Julie Kennedy at
SCH on the Woodenfrog location. MPCA is also involved with soil issues.
Comm. Forsman – noting that counties with rocky soil face these issues and that they and the
DNR are looking for solutions – recalled that the issue arose when state leases were sold on lakeshore at a
time when people thought they could live on minimal lots. Land exchanges are cumbersome. Comm.
Napstad suggested that letting a lease does not obligate the landowner to find a septic solution; the state is
now a sewer designer. What is the State’s responsibility, he asked. Dir. Engwall related that a resort on
Lake Kabetogama is paying $4,500 per week to have septic emptied from holding tanks. Engineers hired
by a sanitary district developed a plan. The suggested drain field at Kabetogama would have been next to a
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campsite and would have limited activity on State land. Comm. Pavleck offered that working with the State
to find solutions in rocky soils is desirable. Mound systems do not work. Comm. Napstad reiterated his
view that as circumstances change landowners may find that their use of the land is limited, but this is not
then a responsibility of government to solve a bad situation. Comm. Forsman offered that in some cases
resorts have been owned for generations and are now facing new county rules; sanitary systems that have
been grandfathered in are now failing or were originally ineffective. Puck’s Point on Kabetogama is a
prime example of the need for government to work with landowners because the only reliable cost-effective
solution to keep water clean involves State land. If any agency makes unreasonable demands, resorts may
parcel off their land and leave the business – or sell land to the government. Comm. McBride noted that
potential developments east of International Falls that would benefit Koochiching County need a publicprivate partnership to solve some of these issues. Leases of perhaps 21 years may be a solution that allows
for current expediency and later flexibility, noted Dir. Engwall.
2. Wolf Management – Dir. Dowling reported that 16,000 applications for wolf hunting permits
had been received, with 14,000 from Minnesota. Applications cost $4.
3. PILT – Comm. Beckel requested that Comm. Napstad to reiterate his explanation given at a
recent Joint Powers Board meeting as to why Payment in Lieu of Taxes should be paid. Comm. Napstad
recalled that a question had been put on the table asking what is the big deal about the State owning all the
land it does? Why are counties so opposed to it? The commissioner suggested that all the words applied to
the analysis become jumbled – “State land,” “property.” The correct language is not “State land” but “State
property.” Counties have a problem with ownership of so much State property because counties were
established by the State, and the role of the counties was in some ways prescriptive. Mandates were often
funded, and counties were allowed to raise some funds locally. The “property tax system’ allows counties
to assess taxes against those properties within county boundaries. In the southern part of Minnesota, where
all the property within a county’s boundaries is private the county is able to assess taxes against their entire
property base. In the northern part of the state where a county or a nontaxable entity acquires property, it is
removed from the county’s property rolls. The PILT program when funded adequately is in some cases a
reasonable compensation. In most cases, though, the property tax that counties levy against private
properties exceeds by quite a bit what the state would be paying. In short, the reason counties have trouble
with the State owning so much property is because it diminishes the county’s tax rolls.
Comm. Beckel recalled an additional point, which is the reduction of Local Government Aid,
meaning reduction of significant financial aids at the same time large portions of the land are removed from
the tax base. Comm. Napstad added that the State often gives aid for specific programs, but as the State
reduces its LGA or county programming aid and county departments are having to pick up more services,
the county must further burden the property tax system. A connection must be made between “property
taxes” and “State property.” State property is tax exempt.
Dir. Dowling added that the explanation is helpful to the public and DNR staff who may not
comprehend why counties are concerned with the issue. As precision conservation is practiced, DNR staff
must be aware of the issue. To say that the counties receive PILT and millions of dollars is not sufficient,
nor is saying that the existence of so much State land is why people want to live there. A document would
be of help, especially as the Governor and the DNR Commissioner have asked that the DNR be responsive
to the public.
Comm. Pavleck noted that inequalities exist in the system. Koochiching County lost $200,000 in
State aid and now has to add staff by mandate. Flexibility is necessary to ensure efficiency in management.
Taxable property in Aitkin County, Comm. Napstad added, topped out at $3.2 billion and is now at $2.9
billion. At the same time there is $853 million of non-taxable property. If it were taxable property, a 25
percent reduction in county property taxes would be realized. Other areas of the state have a minimal level
of non-taxable property and enjoy lower tax rates because of it. Aitkin County taxpayers are subsidizing the
system.
Comm. Forsman recalled when a half-percent was added to the sales tax, local governments were
told that they would not have to worry about local government aids as the half-percent would not only
cover those costs by would increase revenues over time. Promises made by legislators do not last over time.
Overall activity after the establishment of the BWCAW has declined, he added.
Dir. Dowling brought up the issue that State funds are to be spent in the southern part of
Minnesota. Comm. Beckel recommended that no more purchase of land be carried out without settling
future payment of PILT. Comm. Sobanja agreed that people from southern Minnesota do come north in the
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summers, adding that if there were more places to recreate in southern Minnesota on State land
commissioners from southern Minnesota would better understand the issue. Comm. Beckel repeated that
the issue is not “DNR land”; it is State property and the State needs to pay on its property.
4. Joint Meeting Agenda at AMC Conference – Comm. Beckel reported that an agenda includes
DNR Land Asset Management, PILT, and Wetland issues. The DNR will bring in speakers. Comm. Beckel
encouraged that Bob Tomlinson, Dave Schad and Bob Meier be invited.
5. Land Asset – Dir. Engwall asked to speak on previously discussed land asset issues. High
commodity prices have resulted in a reluctance to sell land in southern Minnesota. Mark Johnson, executive
director of the Minnesota Deer Hunters Association, would speak at the October meeting of NCLUCB
about projects that are not land-acquisition based - for example, a moose management project. Comm.
Napstad added that property acquisition in the agricultural zones of the state will be difficult. Also State
and Federal KREP payments may encourage holding onto marginal land over time. Disparities in return on
investment are staggering between agricultural areas and northern Minnesota, he noted.
6. BWCAW – Comm. Sve shared an email from a U.S. Representative from Arizona who sits on
the congressional natural resources committee, which Minnesota Congressman Cravaack also sits on. The
email relates that Rep. Cravaack had introduced HR-5544 Minnesota Education Investment Employment
Act to pull School Trust Lands in the BWCAW into a working national forest, that is the Superior National
Forest. The Forest Service would have to exchange national forest lands with Minnesota Trust lands within
the BWCAW. The legislation was referred to the Natural Resources subcommittee. The Representative
pointed out that HR-5544 is so broad as not to identify the lands to be exchanged, federal appraisal rules
are not applied, and transparency provided by the National Environmental Policy Act is waived. Committee
staff was to look into the legislation more completely. It found that a 63-year old law, the Tye-Blatnik Act,
calls for payments to Cook, Lake and St. Louis Counties and these payments have continued. The Act has
cost the Federal government $6 million in FY2011. Since 1977, $60 million has been received by the
counties in addition to PILT. The proposed legislation could increase Federal obligations to the counties by
$1 million annually. The Representative asked in an amendment that no further Federal funds be spent until
effects on the Tye-Blatnik earmark be examined. The Representative is asking counties for information on
the use of the earmark funds. Cook County has also been approached. A teleconference among Cook, Lake
and St. Louis County representatives discussed the matter and the concern that the Federal government
would pull the BWCAW funding from the counties. The Arizona representative sits on the other side of the
aisle from Rep. Cravaack. John Ongaro of St. Louis County and others will be putting together a draft
response and contact will be made with Rep. Cravaack’s staff. The question is on whether lands that will be
pulled out will receive PILT payments. Comm. Sobanja suggested that the Representative is conflating two
different issues, and that HR-5544 does not refer to the BWCAW. Comm. Sve will keep the Board
informed. The conference group will provide historical perspective to the Representative.
7. Governor’s Executive Order – Comm. McBride brought up a recent Executive Order that
affects wetlands issues in northern Minnesota. Mr. Lessard assured commissioners that DNR
Commissioner Landwehr understands that some current road practices do not make sense and that the order
may provide leeway. Dir. Engwall concurred that Comm. Landwehr is sensitive to northern Minnesota
issues, noting that other issues include potential St. Louis County land acquisition to create wetland banks
and to move predominant mining mitigation from Aitkin County. Comm. Napstad agreed that BWSR is
amenable to putting wetland replacements where there is the most public value, though a challenge remains
the Army Corps of Engineers with its wetland districts and replacement ratios. He sees the executive order
as an opportunity to create higher public value. Stakeholder meetings will be held; he encouraged support
of a focus on public value in wetland restoration rather than acre for acre. Mr. Lessard pointed to the crux
of wetland restoration, which is in southern Minnesota; environmental groups may be unexpected allies.
Flexibility in northern Minnesota would also be applied in southern Minnesota. Comm. Sobanja
encouraged education of federal decision makers, while Comm. Jensen asked about the definition of public
value – is it wetlands or food-growing land when food costs are steeply rising? Comm. Napstad responded
that public value is broadly defined, including wildlife and water concerns. He outlined a mechanism in
which an entity charged with mitigation in northern Minnesota might instead contribute to an escrow
account that would support voluntary mitigation in the southern part of the state, if the Corps boundaries
and ratios could be erased and established agencies manage the mitigation.
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Comm. Pavleck returned to the Order, noting that it came without preliminary notice and that the
Wetlands Act was enacted with recognition of the 80 percent counties, though provisions have been eroded,
such as the 400-foot exemption on shore lands. Northern Counties is not on the panel, he added, which
should be of concern. Comm. Beckel recalled that there had been an invitation from MRCC to himself and
Comm. Hanson and that MRCC had received a place at the table due to previous voicing of concerns.
Comm. Jensen expressed skepticism in regards to repercussions of opening up the discussion to potential
change. Comm. Napstad, noting other executive orders with upcoming deadlines, urged communication
with legislators regarding maintenance of current exemptions. Opening up the discussion may again pit
county against county, warned Comm. Jensen. Comm. Napstad reviewed need for education of new
commissioners at future Board meetings. Comm. Pavleck again called for appointment of a NCLUCB
member to the panel now in its early phases. Comm. Napstad pointed out that the Governor has appointed
BWSR, part of the executive branch, and that AMC had been informed. Mr. Lessard urged that senators
and representatives be involved. Further discussion included other representation at upcoming meetings to
be set for October.
NCLUCB
1. Budget - The 2013 draft budget was approved by the Board. Discussion included whether or not
to leave the $2,000 level for all counties except St. Louis, which would be $3,000 (down from traditional
levels of $5,000 and $7,500 respectively) and whether or not to skip a year of dues in light of the large
reserve. The Board agreed to keep dues for NCLUCB at the $2,000 and $3,000 levels which would
maintain a line item on counties' budgets.
m. Jensen
s. Sobanja
2. October Meeting of NCLUCB – Discussion of potential guests included a representative of the
Minnesota Deer Hunters Association and Bob Tomlinson of the DNR. Other suggestions included John
Ongaro of St. Louis County and the new director of Lands and Minerals Jess Richards. For the Joint
Meeting in December it was suggested to invite Deputy Commissioner Dave Schad, Assistant
Commissioner for Legislative Affairs Bob Meier, Assistant Director for Forestry Bob Tomlinson and
Comm. Landwehr. Discussion also touched upon hiring of a lobbyist and the relationship of NCLUCB to
MRCC and AMC.
The Chair adjourned the meeting at 12:10.
Next meeting October 4, 2012, at the Craig Engwall residence in Dora Lake, MN
Future Joint Meeting to be held during the AMC Conference in St. Cloud December 2-4.

Submitted by Douglas Skrief
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